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the way it should be
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A professionally installed wireless network allows portable computers and other Wi-Fi devices to be used wherever they are needed, even outdoors, as well as fixed computers in remote areas.

Many organisations report that they exploit the freedom brought by mobile computing on wireless networks. Extending connectivity outside a fixed wired network allows people to roam freely and securely around buildings without the need for complex configuration of a fixed network.

Secure high speed WiFi

Vixsoft can supply secure high speed Wi-Fi and Internet connectivity to your business.

Our solutions include: Warehousing and Cold store Wi-Fi Solutions, Shared resource buildings, B&B Wi-Fi Solutions, Hotel Wi-Fi, Conference Centre Internet and Hospitality, Healthcare, Schools, Academies and Universities as well as outdoor solutions for Holiday Parks.

From a simple installation at a B&B to working in Warehouses and Cold stores, we build our solutions to meet each client’s requirements so that the solution fits around their demands and needs.

Why not speak to our team on: 01472 266 000 or visit us at www.vixsoft.com